“Every positive investment of value in a
satisfied customer today, is a guaranteed
dividend in more customers tomorrow”
- Franklyn Ogbidi
Managing Partner
Starklinks Capital Solutions

Simplicity Integrity Results

Who we are
Starklinks Capital Solutions is comprised of a group of seasoned and extremely experienced
professionals with backgrounds in finance, investment banking and management.
‘We specialize in Capitalization as well as the provision of Strategic Business Consulting services to
small and medium size businesses. We pride ourselves as uncompromising in our approach to helping
our clients consistently make better decisions and deliver improved business performance.

“We believe that small businesses like all businesses have life
in them. They live, breath and must be sustained with the
necessary ingredients to continue to exist. In addition to a
good management team and a great product or service,
ACCESS TO CAPITAL is undoubtedly the critical ingredient for
their continuous existence, their ability to be remain
competitive in the market and achieve sustainable growth and
expansion possibilities”
- Starklinks Capital Solution

What we do
Small businesses are often heralded as the backbone
of every economy, however the evidence reflects the
contrary when it comes to them being capitalized

CAPITALIZATION

through conventional lending. The current economic
and financial market uncertainties have created
several challenges which left many companies with
great potentials for growth struggling to find the right

“If a deal makes economic
sense, regardless of its size or

"fit" between their unique borrowing needs and
appropriate sources of funding.

location, we can introduce

At Starklinks Capital Solutions, we pride ourselves

the right strategic lender not

with the capability to essentially bring companies

only for the immediate

with such potentials and appropriate lenders around

transaction but also for your
future financing needs”

deal and pricing structures for the mutual benefits of
both sides. It is our fundamental belief that, if a deal
makes economic sense, regardless of its size or
location, we can introduce the right strategic lender
not only for the immediate transaction but also for
your future financing needs.
Over the years, we have developed a strong and
sustainable relationship with a reliable group of
lenders

which

include

specialized

finance

companies, major banks, private equity lenders,
hedge funds, insurance companies and we leverage
these relationships to creatively arrange effective
financing solutions for our clients.

Contact us
info@starklinks.com

www.starklinks.com

In times of uncertainty, having a robust and clear strategic vision
is an invaluable asset. Starklinks Capital Solutions provides
businesses with forward-looking strategy consulting services that
help drive sustainable profitability. We help businesses not only
to formulate winning strategies, but also to execute against those
strategies. With deep experience and expertise in business
transformation and process improvement, we can work closely
with you to build a compelling business case for change, devise a
detailed implementation roadmap, efficiently and effectively
manage the change process, and measure progress against
relevant metrics.

What we do
Corporate Strategic Planning
Starklinks Capital Solutions works closely with clients to
develop robust corporate strategies while building
alignment across the organization. We provide

STRATEGIC
BUSINESS
CONSULTING

industry-specific consulting for fundamental strategic
challenges such as market assessment, strategic

“At Starklinks Capital

planning process design, service development, new

Solutions, we operate on a

market entry, regulation and political risk management,
operational efficiency, and strategy activation.

and work ethic that is

Business Level Strategy

premised on the “Bulls

At Starklinks Capital Solutions, we believe that small
business

should

always

flexible corporate mindset

be

proactive

towards

adaptations to real market conditions as well as the very
real possibility of injecting flexibility (If and as when

Eye” perspective. That
means we never take our
eyes off the ball.”

needed), especially in their quest to achieve sustainable
growth. Our Business Level strategy is premised on the
philosophy of being “an inch wide and a mile deep”. In
other words, we develop company-specific localized

“Great products do

strategies with a bottom – up approach that is

not create themselves,

unconventional, eclectic, practical and intended to

market opportunities

narrow the focus to the product or service and target

create them”

market while relatively yielding maximum returns.

What we do
DIGITAL
SECURITY

Our service uses our selection of Cyber protection
mechanisms, analytics Machine Learning and
Artificial Intelligence, and security frameworks, to
protect business against all forms of threats.
We protect infrastructure with our Risk Governance

“As Security Strategist, we

and Assurance that consolidate visual, cyber, human

take an integrated

and asset intelligence – encompasses unmatched

approach to cybersecurity

abilities to correlate threats and deliver smart rules-

resulting into minimizing
digital and logical risk,
control loss, prevent
intrusion, and keep
business enablers to stay
resilient while being
operational.”

based decision for an existing Security Operations
Center (SOC).
We provide a solution that successfully identifies and
helps remediate threats in real-time. With significant
cross-business sector depth experience, we secure
and design complex infrastructure and service
solutions.

Our

Framework

adopts

Security

Orchestration, Automation, and Response which
makes integrating into any business seamless.

Our operational philosophy is entrenched in the
belief that no transaction is complete until we have
successfully navigated our client towards the best
possible solution.

Why we are different
Every competent Chief Executive Officer and Board of Directors
of a company have a vision on the direction that they want to take
their company. Our job is to help them realize that vision, achieve

“Our approach
towards each
transaction eliminate

their objectives and build long-term value in the process.
Here are other reasons why we are different:
-

ambiguities and make
the process as simple
as possible for our
clients”

We consider ourselves problem solvers guided by a sense of
fairness

-

We conclude transactions, eliminate ambiguities and try to
make the process as simple as possible.

-

We promote and believe in a working environment of
transparency, trust and mutual understanding where the
interest of our client always comes first.

-

We take an entrepreneurial approach to your business and
financing needs based on a comprehensive understanding of
the terrain.

At Starklinks Capital
Solutions, our clients
receive hands-on

-

the real needs.
-

senior level attention
on every engagement,

We listen carefully and evaluate each transaction to uncover

We assemble and analyze all pertinent financial and
qualitative information.

-

regardless of size or

We draft transaction summaries for our chosen lenders, often
in parallel, suggesting a workable deal and pricing structure
which makes sense for the perceived risk level.

scope
-

We seek and evaluate term sheets/proposals to discuss with
our clients.

-

We work on a timeframe that fits your plan.

-

We guide the client through the entire closing process

Our Team
Our team and partners are seasoned veterans with deep
credentials in strategic management consulting as well as
facilitating and structuring the right type of financing for
our clients.

With a total of more than 120 years of

combined experience in Investment banking, Brand
management, Product development, Digital Security and
Strategic management, the Starklinks team which
comprises of highly dedicated professionals with high

“Our team of professionals

intelligence, high energy and high integrity can be best

which is built on a three-

described as experienced, diverse, savvy and rationally
optimistic.
“We recognize that good management is not about
perfection because that is non-existent. It is however
about “the collective goal to get the “right” results which is

pronged platform of high
intelligence, high energy and
high integrity are equipped
with the entrepreneurial

dependent on making the “right” decisions, which is

pedigree and business

inextricably linked to having the “right” people with the

acumen to pursue your

“right” experience, team spirit and unwavering motivation”

corporate vision.”

Having a dedicated group of professionals with the right
expertise, passion and background complemented by
extensive industry knowledge is a luxury that we don’t take
for granted.
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United States
833 N Hairston Rd,
Stone Mountain, GA 30083
Tel: +1 904 615 0202
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4a, Kenema Close,
off Ademola Adetokunbo crescent off
Sakono Street,
Wuse 2, Abuja
Tel: +234 814 398 7286
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